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Abstract. A low-cost inverted p側� dulumsystem for educational purpose is introduced. This 
事ystemis low-cost (21，OOOYens)亀ndsimple (only聞が事�  S拐事orIs used). Th母 controlleris a second 
order unstable controller with one unstable pole. A design approach cal1ed as ∞efficient di時間n 
method Is used in design. The effectiveness of this語狩roachis fully d窓monslr針。dby easines事。� f 
design，simplicity of lhe designed controller，and the robl主宰� lnessof the system. 
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1.INTRODUCTION 

The first pu中� oseof this paper isωintroduce a low-

cost inverted pendulum system which has been used 
in many phases of control system education.百le 
second purpose is to show the effectiveness of the 

coefficient diagram method にひめ� incontrol sy鍛� m 
design. The design of the inverted pendulum system 
serves as an iIIustrative example. 

γhe invert誠� pendulumis a very convenient 1001 in 
control engineering educmion bec詞useof山e 
foIIowing reasons; 

(1) It at悩� .ctsthe aUen1ion .of freshman students and 

motivates them for further study. 

ぬれ� gives the students a good opportunity to apply 
control theory to the actual sy書記� m.

。)The experience of building如� inverぬdpendulw稔� 

gives the students a bぬ� ncedknowledge of the 
10tal control system. They leam components 
such as sensors，actualOrs and controllers，ilnd 
必soleam the pぬ� ceduresin design，m紛� ufactur-
ing，and testing. 

An ordinary invert経� pendulumconsists of a cart on a 
rai1，総 invertedpendulum connect叙Jlo an incre-
mental encoder，a personal compu総� rwith appropriate 

interface cards，soflware，a power amplifier，and a 

driving motor with incrememal encoder whose shaft 

is connected lOthe cart through appropria1e 

mechanism Thusthe total system is fairly俳� 

complicated and itsぬ� talcost ranges around several 
hundr吋� thou鈎� ndYens. .Itis not well suited to曲。

晶子飾品yeducational environment. 

官� leproposed inverted pendulum consists of a toy 

model car with a toy motor and a 20 cm inverted 
pendulum connecぉdωacontactless magnetic-type 
pot叩� tiometer，and an analog controller with three 
ICs containing 12 operational amplifiers紹� d4 
transis治路，� which is driven by dry batteries.γhe 
system is light weight and portable，and easily 
demonstrated in a c1磁器r∞m.The system is v釘� y 
inexpensiveand its materialωst is only around 

Yens.o ，∞21

百� ispaper will first explain CDM，and theω総'OIIer 
will be designed by CDM. Then the description of 
the tぬ� 1system will be made and i路� operationwill 
be brieOy explained. 

2. COEFFICIENT DlAGRAM島組.THOD 

The coefficient diagran1is a semi.log diagran1where 
lhe coefficients of characterisuc polynomials are 
shown in logarithmic sca1e in the ordinate and the 

nUl11bers of power corresponding給総chc部� fficient 

are点。� wnin the abscis紘Thedegr，ωofconvexity 

is a measur・eof stability. The general inclination of 

¥・



the curve is a m銅器�  ureof response speed.τhe 

variauon of the shape of the curve i雲� am'回� sureof 

rob凶叙潟総務� Thusthe three major charac路� rlsucsof 

control system，namely stability. respon路� .and 

robt泌総� essare shown graphically in a single diagram， 

enabling the d，略取� ler紛� makea ba1anced judgment in 
the course of his de翠ign. 

The power of the coefficient diagram m始。� d(CD防� 

li鰐� inthat it generates not only non-minimum phase 

controllers but also unstable controllers when 

requir拡� LQGfailsωproduce a robust∞ntroller for 

plant with flexibility争olesat the vicinity of the 

imaginary獄� is)部� pointedby various authors 

1992). CDM produces ，and Mills，1983，dmunds〈器� 

very robust controllers in such cases，The experie配� es 

show that only well繍� designedH ∞� controller儲� nbe 

equivalent to CDM controllers. 

There are three roots from which CDM has evolved. 

Late 1950・Kessler (1960) made intensive efforts to s，� 
側� tablishsynthesis (dωign) proced町閃�  formulu-loop 

ωntrol systems. and came out witq，a standard form， 
commonly called "Kessler Canonical Multi-loop 

Structure". The proposed system has been widely 

accepted in the steel mill industry. The CDM is 

simply the sophistication and generalization of 

Kessler's work. 

Stability of control systems can be ana1yzed by 
Routh or Hurwitz crlterion utilizing coefficients of 

char劾cteristicpolynomials. However in this way the 

effect of the varlation of coefficients on stability is 

not clearly seen. Lipatov (1978) pぬ� 'posedsufficient 

conditions for stability and instability. B伐� au銭。� fits 

simplicity，the relation of stability and instability 
with res仰 は�  10the coefficients of the characterlsuc 

polynomials becomes vぽ� ycl総工官�  leseconditions 

are iぉtegr議.tedto the design procedures of CDM. 

In control system d岱� ign，classical control theory and 

mod佼� nco憾。lt総� αy叙ち百lVidelyused. But there is 

other approach called algebraic approach，and Chen 

(198ηproposed a simple designapproach協� sedon 

this philosophy. His approach is basically 

sophi総� cationof lhe pole allocalion method fiα 

clos剖� loopcharacteristicpolynomials. Some of his 

泌総� con謀総� tutesbasic philosophy of CDM. 

Although r泌� ionalfuncuons are commonly used in 

algebraic叩� proach，only polynomials are usedin 

CDM. In this way，design procedures are much 
simplified and恥� comemore straight forward. 

叫 ，Simply stali CDM .is an algebraic approach using 

only polynomials. where the coefficient diagram i宰� 

uulized部� avehicle ωcollectively叙� pri都� sthe 

治戸X鎗� nlfeatures of the sy櫛� m，部d総� improved 

version of Kessler's s鎗鈴� dardform総� dthe雲級bilily 

condiuon of Lipatov constilute偽� ethωreticalb鍛� is. 

3.C0N1ヌ OLLERDESIGN 

Although the system is simple and consists of low附� 

∞sl戸市，� il hassuch high performance characterω 

isucs器� descri記� dbelow; 

(1) The inver総� dpendul凶� nk，邸psstanding even when 

error exists in angle邸� n釦� ror the carl is plac“ 
on a slope. 

(2) The velωity ofthe伺� rtfollows the velocity 

reference signal，while the pendulum is kept in 
the upright position. 

(3)官� lependulum is raised to the uprlght posiuon 

from the rest position automatically at山e 

initiation of control. 

(4) The above performance is realized by uulizing 

only one angle sensor. No position sensor is 

凶� ed. 

(5)官� lecart opera協� onnot-smooth surface with 

large disturも組出�  forcekeeping the pendulum in 

posiuon. This characterisucs has b偶� nrealized 

by a simple velocity feedback where the velocity 

signal is estimated by s池宮� actingthe intemal 

voltage drop企omthe総� rminalvoltage of the 

driving motor. 

1.dpendulum system is shown in Fig. 犯e inverTh 

Iftheぬ� rtvelocity is controlled by a velocity∞緒。1嶋� 

ler，the equauon of motion of the pendulum becomes 

t-at=bv 0) 
a = b g = 73.5，b = 3 1(4 L) = 7.5 (2) 

where v is the velocity of the ωrtin m I器拡�  andt is 

t泌� angleof the pendulum in radian. The half length 

of the pendulum L is 0.1 meter. 

Fig. 1 Inverted pendulum system 
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4. PARAMETER SELECTION BY CDM 

与� IBa{s) I~ 

令s 

Fig. 2 Control system 


In CDM there are thr槌� import肌� tpararneters;側� nely 

and 1:，enttime constant 剖uiv叫i'stability index 1 

stability limit 1 i.'百� eyare definedお� follows，� 
wh波宮~ the order of the polynomi必� isn; 

1i =a? 1(まも+ 1 ~. 1) i:= 1四 作 �  1 (11) 

Then the control system is shown in Fig. 2，where 
the controller is expres鈴� dintwo叫� degree-oι金槌� dom
捌� dpolynomial style.百� lev r is the velocity refer縛

加 鵠�  andn is the error of the angle se路� or.The 
respon総� isshown as follows; 

τ器内� /80 (1~ 

γt=1/1i+l + 1/1i‘(13) 
1n邸� d10綿∞�  n崎同総�  infi，nity.

託部� sler (19ω) propo総� da11 1iωbe 2. Lipa組� V 

(1978) (Corollary均� provedthe sufficient condition 
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where the closed loop charac isticpolynomial P(s) 附� 

P(s) Ac(s) b s Bc{s) (4)(ジ"ぉ.) += 

Attheste and lhc following relation ystate叫� v亨 諮 r 

B.(O) / P(O) 1 (5)a = 

AIso v must be zero even with the sensor error n at 
the steady state. This necessitates 

Bc(O) =0 〈的� 

With these in consideration controIIer of the a， 
following form will become a natural choice. 
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for stability is 


れと� 1.12Yi.	 (14) 

In CDM the standard choice is 

11獄� 2.5	 (15) 

γn岨=・H 13 γ2=2	 (l6)就 溜� 

Although it is strongly recommendedぬ� stick10 13 = 

12 =2，γi for iと� 4can be more arbitrarily chosen 

under the conditi∞� that 

もと1.5γi.	 (1η 

Although the standard choice usually guarantees 
sufficient robu~t部ss， sometimes it may be necessary 
to incr鵠� sesome 1 i up 10 4 for robustness. 

す恥� standardchoice has very in儲総出�  gcharacωr-
lSl1CS. 
(1) In the case that the order of the numer添加� rofthe 

Ac(s) =
 10 +s 1) +S2 
 (7) closed loop transfer function i宰0，the step 

(め	k) s +k2 S2=Bc(s) 

(9) 	10=(s)え� 

Then the characteristic polynomial P(s) will be 

P(s) = 	a4S4 + ~S3 + ~S2 + a) s + 80 (10) 

旬結� l

~需 11 + b k2 

欄匂= 10 a + bk) 

a =帽 a1 11 


80器 嶋 �  a)0 


Thus if the coefficients旬、� arewise)y chosen，め� e 

controller pararneters will beimmediately obtai隅&�  

Selec録。� nofai's i宰� themain topic ofCDM. 

response has no overshoot. 
(2) The seuling time is about 2.5 1:岬 3τ.τ 'his 

seuling time is the shortest for the sarne τ. 
(3)百� lewave forms are almost the sarne 

irrespective to the order n of P(s)，if theyhave the 
sarneτ. 

In order to impl除草� erobustness，the following values 
are剥問削�  indesign of this inv側� edpendulum. 

13=12=4， 1) =2.5 	 (18) 

~郡 2a=147	 (19) 

This鋭総�  tionis山� ekey in CDM，and it requires 
some釘� ialand error叩� proachusing the coefficient 
diagrarn. Although this is the most important，it will 



not be further discu意器材� fぽ� brevity.After this 

selection，8i，li' and ~鶴calculat吋回 follows; 

[a4 ••• 8u] =[1 24.25 147 222.8 135.1] (20) 

11 =‘ 3.031， 10 = -1.838 (21) 

k2 3.637，� k1 29.65 (22)需 罰� 

For峨� sinessof implementation，some mathematical 
manipulation is necessary，and the final controller 
b悦� α'Iles 

.1 5s + 7.823 lcTイ1.位0.幻7.8+I:.!v - 1 t 

0.2818 s -1 L 1.931 s + 1 ‘.J 
CT. =令争終 

(23) 

The total sys飽� mis shown Fig. 3. The controller is 

2nd oroer and the鈎∞凶細�  .geofthec∞� troller has加� 

unstable pole. 

5. SYSTEM AND .oPERA:官 ON 

The system ∞nsis18 of the ca託� and.the controller. 
The cart is a toy model car加� disd命保�  byatoydc 

mo1Ot It carries a 20 cm inver総� dpendulum which is 

connec録� dぬ� acontactless magnetic-type potenti令� 

meter. 118 material cost is 11，� Yensof which 沿1α 
9忠治� Yensgoぬ� thepotentiometer. 

V叙� iationof 2 -1.5・� 1-0.7・0.5，and a variable 
resisぬ，� rfor zero adjust of鱗� glesignal which is only 

n民間滋�  ryfor 1紅� 'gedevi凶� on. 

Thesys飽� mop例経�  onis as follows; 
(1)官 lependulum ri詑総�  uprightposition from the 

rest position at the activation of AUTO・R磁器� T 

switch. 
(2)τhe畑氏�  followsぬ� thevelocity 持� ference. 

(3) When the pendulum is being p凶� hed，the cart 
mov，儲，� but if pushing is喜top戸� dthec釘� tauto-
matically re総� rns初出�  eoriginal position. 

(4)Wtぉ� none end of the table，on which theωrt is 
placed，is raised，the cart moves胞� theother end， 
while the pendulum k，邸� psthe upright position. 

When the table is lowel械� the認� rtreωms10 the 

original position. 

(5) When the )oop gain is raisedω20rlowered紛� 

0.5，the system b舵� omesunstable. 

(6) The system is stable even the pendulum length is 

7.5 cm or 40 cm (40 cm is mechanicallimit). 

6. C.oNCLUSI.oN 

τhis Invened pendulum hasbeen successful in arous-
ing interest of studen18，some of whom challenged 10 

tfhbuild the similar one. It is v紋� ymoving to r回� dtheir 

rq潟市�  ontheir fascinating experience. The拙� thor

The∞総�  ollerisωnstruc総� don A4 size wood b儲� rd 舘'Onglyd関� iresthe similar effort be made by those 

and is powered by 4 dry bat蹴� ies，土� 9vfor opera~ intere鋭係� forbet総� rcontrol education. 

tional ampli自ers級� djニ6v for power transistors. .on 
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a circuit boa吋，� 3IC's鍛� d4回� nsis凶，� rs arepla碍� d. 

Each IC has 4 operational amplifiers. The 1st IC is 
for angle signal捌 τbe2nd IC is for the ∞，lplificati 

velocity conな� oller.官� le3吋� ICis for the main 

controller，which is a 2nd order controller with an 

unstable pole 118material cost is 10;似)()� Yens.捗� 

The control pane凶器�  twosWIlChes for power，a 

switch for AUTO-RESET，a roωry switch for 

velocity reference，a rotary SWIlCh for loop柵� gain-

Fig.3 D鍛� ignedcontrol system 
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